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If you take into account islands as well as mainland, the British coastline has been estimated 

at nearly 20,000 miles. Britain has therefore always been a maritime nation and looked 

outward from its shores, but its relatively small geographic size has also meant that nobody 

is very far from the sea. At its narrowest point, where the Roman Emperor Hadrian built his 

wall, it is only 84 miles wide. ‘Holidays by the sea’ have therefore been an important part of 

British life, and this talk looks at how those holiday makers were entertained and how magic 

featured in those entertainments. 

 

In February 2020 I was with 5000 magicians from all over the world at Blackpool at the 

magic convention. Just before going to Blackpool I was busy putting the illustrations and 

notes together for this talk – called as you know ‘Magic at the Seaside’, or maybe more 

precisely ‘Magic at the British Seaside’. Sitting having coffee in Blackpool it dawned on me 

that there were probably more magicians at that one resort at that one time than all the 

seaside magicians plying their trade at British resorts in the last 100 years. Around me, the 

world’s top international magicians were performing in the Opera House, one of Britain’s 

largest theatres. But most magicians working on the British coasts were not international 

stars and were on much smaller stages, so it’s those we’ll try and find and celebrate. 
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But before we can discuss performers and stages, we have to 

consider where their audiences lived. There were coastal towns 

and ports often connected to fishing, but the places that we now 

regard as major seaside resorts were often no more than small 

hamlets. The first magicians seen on the coast were therefore 

likely to have been the itinerant minstrels or jongleurs visiting 

the local fairs and markets. They would appear wearing their 

budgets or ‘bougettes’ – the apron containing their juggling balls 

or magic cups and balls as can be seen on many old prints. Most 

fairs were small but some were massive, notably the famous 

Scarborough Fair, internationally known in medieval times. Scarborough will appear a lot in 

this narrative and for that I apologise, but an awful lot did begin there, as you will hear. 

 

 
Medieval fairs were full of activity and colour. 

 

In 1626 Mrs Thomasin Farrer, later described as ‘a gentlewoman of good repute’ was 

walking below the cliffs in Scarborough. There had been some cliff movement – as there still 

is – and she noticed some new spring water emerging at the base of the cliff and staining 

rocks red. She tasted it (as you do) and discovered a bitter iron taste. The water did not look 

very good and did not taste very nice. She therefore deduced that it must do you good! 

From these unpromising beginnings Scarborough Spa was born. 

 

Mrs Farrer was the wife of a prominent local citizen John Farrer and was, as they say, ‘well 

to do’ within the standards of their time.  Within Yorkshire she probably knew of the already 

established cluster of mineral spring waters in the Forest of Knaresborough, now the 
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modern-day Harrogate. She built a small well head cover and appointed one Dickie 

Dickinson as the ‘Governour of Scarborough Spaw’ to dole out the water to visitors.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dickie was what we might call a character, and was also in the terminology of the time 

‘mis-shapen’ or deformed which unfortunately added to his attraction. Soon analyses of the 

waters were being provided by medical experts with maybe, by today’s standards, dubious 

professional qualifications. Dr Robert Wittie of York, who had 

also analysed other spa waters, considered Scarborough 

water as a cure for ‘melancholic vapours, nightmares, 

apoplexy, catalespie, epilespie, vertigo, nerves and yellow 

and black jaundice’. Soon the healthy followed the sick, and 

by 1667 ‘people of good fashion’ were going to Scarborough 

to be fashionably ‘purged’. A stay in Scarborough of four to 

five weeks in the summer months was recommended as was 

drinking five to eight pints of water followed by vigorous 

walks on the beach. Scarborough was the only spa on the 

coast so, mused Wittie, why not add another dimension to 

the cure – cold water sea bathing!  

 

Now if you are wondering what all this has to do with ‘magic 

at the seaside’, and you have wandered into the wrong lecture, please bear with me and 

you’ll see where we are going. What Wittie had done by recommending staying at the coast 

to take the waters and bathe, was unwittingly create the concept of a ‘resort’ by the sea. 

Resorts require infrastructure such as accommodation, places to eat and places to meet, 

and of course entertainment. Scarborough had a head start with its dramatic location, a 

royal castle, medieval walled town and a fishing harbour. The discovery of spa waters and 
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the rapid development of buildings and facilities to take account of this made Scarborough 

the first genuine English seaside resort. 

 

This can be proved by the following illustration. It is John Setterington’s print of 1725 

showing the south bay. It shows the earliest known representation of bathing machines, and 

people are clearly swimming.  

 
 

By 1733, 1000 summer visitors were in the town, mostly gentry, also 

described then as ‘the gay assembly of the North’. One summer it was 

said there was no news in London as everyone was in Scarborough!  

The playwright Richard Brinsley Sheridan satirised the foibles of the 

visitors in his 1777 play ‘A Trip to Scarborough’. 

 

The popularity of sea 

bathing spread 

throughout the UK in 

the 18th century and 

small towns and 

villages began 

developing facilities.  

The south coast with 

its warmer waters 

and royal approval, 

such as given by 

George III to 

Weymouth and by the 

Visitors and bathing machines on the beach can be seen in this 

painting by T. Ramsey – ‘Holidaymakers at Scarborough 1770’. 
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Prince Regent to Brighton, ensured rapid development. The unfinished Jane Austin novel 

Sanditon is good at describing this.  

Public and semi-public buildings began to be built for people to meet, dance, flirt no doubt, 

play cards and be entertained. People would trundle up from the beach having taken the 

waters and would then be ready for evening entertainment, as in the print below. It is in 

these halls through the 19th century that magicians begin to appear. Some halls were very 

grand, often mimicking the splendours of the established inland spas. 

 
 

 

Scarborough Assembly Rooms by Thomas Rowlandson c.1813. 

 

Returning from the beach. 
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Programmes and handbills of these visiting magicians from the 18th and early 19th century 

can be quite rare, but these 19th century examples show the sort of entertainments they 

were providing. Note that they were not ‘turns’ as parts of other variety bills, but their own 

one man show. Some like Frickell and Dr Nix had seasons in places such as Scarborough. 

Indeed, Dr Nix had his own magic emporium as part of the re-developed Scarborough Spa.  
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Of course not all the expanding resorts had 

Assembly Rooms and the entertainers 

appeared in a variety of places – the new 

popular Aquariums seemed a regular 

choice. The advertisement on the left 

shows Lewis Davenport, of the Davenport 

magical dynasty, appearing at the Grand 

Aquarium, Brighton in the early 

20th century. 

 

 

 

The rapidly developing seaside resorts of the 19th century, were not immune to the erection 

of music halls. Some theatres had touring shows, which certainly included magic acts on 

their bills, but it is another unique seaside entertainment which paved the way for summer 

shows and extravaganzas which regularly employed magicians. 

 

The 1840s saw the rapid development of rail links to most of what are now the major 

seaside resorts. Cheap excursions to the coast coupled with official, but unpaid, holiday 

entitlements, saw an influx of visitors. (It was not until 1938 that paid annual leave was 

achieved.) They did not want the ‘Assembly Rooms’ type of gentrified entertainment but 

something more direct. It came on the sands. As early as 1849, African American minstrel 

shows began appearing on the sands quickly followed by the burnt cork variety. 

However much we might object to these Minstrel shows today, they were popular. ‘Uncle 

Mack’ from Herne Bay and Broadstairs for instance ran a blackface minstrel show for over 

40 years. We’ll consider 1970s versions with well known magicians a little later. German 

bands were popular (‘Brass band plays tiddly um 

pom pom’) and on Sundays, the Salvation Army 

band. Indeed, there are reports of Victorian and 

Edwardian seasides being very noisy! 

German bands were popular on the beach. 
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By the 1890s, blackface was becoming replaced by the aggressively white Pierrot shows 

although there was an occasionally odd ‘half way house’. The British Pierrots wearing their 

commedia dell’arte Italian costumes at first ‘blacked up’ with burnt cork, then changed to 

extreme white makeup. They finally emerged as some of us remember them, and can see in 

photographs, with un-made up faces. There were Pierrot troupes on all UK coasts often with 

memorable names such as Jackson’s Jovial Jollies or the Chanticleers Debonaires, but they 

all often played in very unfavourable conditions. 

  

Sometimes their rigs were quite smart, but other times were very much open to all the 

elements. Osbert Sitwell in his celebrated memoirs Left Hand, Right Hand about his life in 

Scarborough, remembers planks being supported perilously on barrels to be removed fast 

as soon as the tide came in. It was not only tides, but the UK weather that could stop a show 

– notices such as ‘under the pier if wet’ were not uncommon and even ‘in the entrance to 
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the public toilets’. It was designed as entertainment for the masses, and based on the 

‘bottling’ system. Audiences paid what they could when the bottling bag came round. 

But what about magic? Obviously with a rig that maybe had to be taken apart quickly, 

apparatus of any form (including many musical instruments) had to be avoided. Some 

troupes had a piano on wheels to 

take on and off the beach but it 

must have been difficult. Magic 

with apparatus was therefore not 

easy, but there is anecdotal 

evidence from postcards and the 

like, that the occasional egg bag 

routine was performed using the 

Pierrots’ conical hat. I may be wrong, but I think I do recollect that Supreme Magic sold such 

a ‘hat’ egg bag much later? 

 

The shows on the beach were mainly songs and patter, 

with their direct link back to the previous minstrel shows, 

but juggling is referred to and ventriloquists could ‘work 

the beach’ very easily. There are also references to 

cartoonists and paper tearing. There are few magic names 

from this, let us call it, beach period, but one name that 

survives is Laurie Mellin also known as Kyoto from 

Bridlington Pierrots. In the winter he was also a 

celebrated panto cat!  

We have to 

return to 

Scarborough once 

again for a major 

development that 

resulted in a 

seaside entertainment that began to employ 

magicians regularly and that to some extent 

continues today. The big name in Pierrot 

entertainment in Scarborough was Will Catlin with 

his various troupes, especially Catlin’s Royal Pierrots 

on the South Beach. As an impresario and 

performer he was the king, known not only in 

Yorkshire, but in the wider world of seaside 

entertainment. He was later described as ‘the 

biggest provider of public entertainment in the 

land’ and his Catlin’s Follies were at most resorts.  Will Catlin. 
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He was, it seems, a memorable performer. The eventual world famous 

actor, Charles Laughton, who was born in Scarborough, used to bunk off 

daily from his parent’s hotel to watch Catlin on the beach. He would 

then reproduce the funny walks and mannerisms of Catlin and was thus 

inspired to become a performer himself. It could be that Laughton’s 

drunken walk in the film Hobson’s Choice is the only reflection we now 

have of what Catlin was like in his prime.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Around 1910, Scarborough Council who ‘owned’ the beach where Catlin had his rig decided 

to raise the rent to what Catlin regarded as an unacceptable level. His solution? He bought 

land off the beach and built a permanent rig, a simple undercover unit at first, but very 

quickly converted into a proper theatre – the Arcadia – no longer ‘bottling’ but cheap proper 

seating for the holiday masses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Catlin’s ‘Arcadia’ in Scarborough. 
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Thus, almost at a stroke by leaving the beach, he created the concept of the summer 

concert party which eventually morphed into the summer extravaganzas at the larger 

resorts. Under cover, musical instruments and especially a piano could be used and, 

although the shows still relied on popular songs and patter, ‘spesh’ acts such as magicians 

began to be employed. 

 

 

 

Here for example are 

details of Mr Wallis 

Arthur’s show. Arthur was 

another big name on the 

south coast. The sketches 

are of the grandly called 

Olympian Gardens in 

Bognor Regis – really a 

simple wooden hall on the 

seafront. You can see the 

piano, but more 

importantly a magician 

performing in Pierrot 

Catlin’s Royal Pierrots at the ‘Arcadia’ in 1913. Will Catlin in the centre, Louis Finch at the piano. 

Illustrations reproduced from ‘Sewell and the London Magic 

Company’ by kind permission of the author Philip David Treece. 
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costume. The magician is a name well known to us – Ernest Sewell. He had a long successful 

career on the south coast as a magician, entertainer and businessman. Now we mainly 

remember his Ernest Sewell magic sets, beloved by us all of a certain age, and his range of 

toys and games. In Bogner, Ernest also sang and appeared in sketches and performed Living 

Marionettes.  

 

Of course, there is no straight time-line to see how these off the beach concert halls 

developed. Catlin seems to have been the first, maybe out of necessity, but he was soon 

followed throughout the country with troupes building or adapting a variety of premises. 

Indeed, Ernest Sewell in 1907 referred to getting off the beach into inadequate cover. 

Nevertheless, the word would have soon got round in the entertainment world that ‘Catlin 

has built his own theatre’.  Soon the white face make-up disappeared, then the Pierrot 

costume itself, evening dress and dinner jackets became the norm and the era of the 

seaside concert party and summer show had begun. 

 

 

 

The small Yorkshire resort of Filey is a good 

example of how these small concerts halls 

developed. This building, now HQ of the Filey sea 

cadets was built as the Southdene Pavilion, a 

small summer theatre. (I’m never sure whether 

the guns were to keep you out or encourage you 

to stay in!) It was first used by Andie Caine’s Filey 

Smartly dressed concert party with Arthur Askey to the right of the lady sitting on the piano. 

Previous Filey Southdene Pavilion, 2020 
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Pierrot troupe which also included some unlikely guest artists such as Fred Masson – 

Yorkshire’s Hebrew Comedian! Later on it was run by Billy Scott Coomber who was quite a 

big name as a singer and composer with the pre-war Jack Payne Orchestra. He then turned 

to management. Here he is with an early 1950s troupe at the Southdene. 

 
He lists among his artists; dancers, singers, comedians etc and a magician. It’s hard to say 

who the magician is, but it may be the man in tails on the right. Does anyone recognise him?  

 

Southdene closed in the late 1950s and the council developed this as the Sun Lounge. The 

area you can see below had a glass cover with the stage to the left. Scott Coomber was still 

the manager/host and put on the professional summer shows. At the weekends however, 

he had Sunday concerts for which we semi-pros were hired as ‘top Yorkshire Artistes’. Here 

is a poster as an example. 

De-roofed Filey Sun Lounge, 2020. 
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The Southdene Pavilion and later Sun Lounge in Filey, 

although basic for artistes, were at least reasonable and 

secure buildings. A few of these early small theatres still 

survive and thrive – for example on the right is the West 

Cliff theatre in Clacton.  

 

Other theatres elsewhere were not so lucky. For example, below is the Pavilion at Ryde – 

timber side walls with a tented roof. It was not going to last too long with winds along the 

Solent, as you can see. 
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Many seaside so-called theatres were in inadequate buildings, but often with grand titles 

such as Winter Gardens, Floral Halls and the like. An alarming example seems to have been 

a tent as a theatre actually on Walton-on-the-Naze pier. A proper theatre (now gone) was 

erected on the pier in its place and it was here that a celebrated magic double act began 

their professional career. 

Alan Shaxon and Anne became professionals in 

1958 and at Walton had their first summer 

season in the show ‘Sincerely Yours’. As with all 

magicians in summer shows – and still the case 

today – you had to ‘muck in’ with the rest of the 

cast. Asked by the booker ‘could Anne dance’, 

Alan’s immediate reply was ‘yes’ in spite of Anne 

really only ever 

having done 

ballroom dancing. 

She quickly learned 

the ropes and 

became part of the 

tap-dancing act ‘The 

Vernon Sisters’. Alan 

had to have 3 or 4 

different acts for the 

season as well as doing Sunday concerts at similar seaside 

concert parties at Herne Bay and Broadstairs. This is not the 

place to review Alan’s extensive magical career, but I rather like 

a throwback in that he appeared for a season in Catlin’s Follies 

in Llandudno. 

 

So seaside concert parties in small theatres or at the end of the pier, often employing 

magicians, became popular at all resorts, large and small, during most of the twentieth 

century. As I said previously, a time-line is difficult, so I am going back once again to 

Scarborough for another development. 

 

When Catlin left the sands in 

Scarborough in 1910, he 

started not only a concert 

party tradition but a 

successful entrepreneurial 

show-business empire. You 

can see some of his early 

resorts listed here. His 

Alan Shaxon and Anne. 
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business developed well and then he relocated to the Welsh coast, and especially to 

Llandudno with another ‘Arcadia’. Indeed, he died in Llandudno, but even after his death 

Catlin’s concept of seaside entertainment became a brand. 

 

Scarborough council was not best 

pleased with Catlin’s success and 

decided to develop entertainment 

on the north side of the town. 

There were Pierrots on the north 

beach already – George Royle’s 

Imps. This was also a time of 

resorts developing facilities that 

lived up to their names as Floral 

Halls and Winter Gardens. Some 

were magnificent like this one in 

Great Yarmouth, still original but 

now unused. There were also 

many smaller ones. Scarborough 

had a north side bandstand then a stage which they glassed over as the Floral Hall. They also 

asked George Royale’s Imps to come off the sands and entertain in the Floral Hall as north 

bay competition to Catlin.  

 

 

Great Yarmouth. 

Scarborough Floral Hall. 
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They began under cover, as did Catlin in Pierrot 

costume, but soon developed another idea which took 

off in other resorts as well. They changed from Pierrots 

into The Fol-de-Rols.   

 

The concept was simple, but even at the beginning 

rather old fashioned. They dressed lavishly rather like 

the old Quality Street chocolate box, if you remember 

them, as a contrast to the increasingly dinner jacketed 

style of Catlin and others.  Holiday makers appreciated  

this glamorous approach and Fol-de-Rols troupes 

appeared all over the country. They created their own 

Fols stars still based on singing, dancing and sketches. 

Some like Arthur Askey went on to great things, others 

although well known and respected like Jack Tripp and 

Denny Willis, remained Fols men until the end of their 

careers. 

 

 

 In 1946 a rising young magician called David Nixon 

joined the Fols after his war service and time with ENSA. 

He did four seasons in a row as compere and magician 

with the Fols as well of course as joining in the general 

songs and sketches.  In the 1948 season in Scarborough, 

an idea of David’s grew into something quite important 

A typical Fol-de-Rols line up. 

David Nixon 
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in British comedy. He asked another young 

member of the Fols troupe called Norman 

Wisdom to assist him in a magic sketch. 

Norman was to sit in the audience, heckle 

David and eventually join him on stage and 

cause havoc. Norman, I gather, went round 

junk shops in Scarborough, bought an old cap 

and an ill-fitting suit and thus created the 

‘Gump’ character with which he was associated 

for years to come. It didn’t do David’s career 

much harm either! In fact, agents asked them 

to form a double act, but really in the long term their style of humour was somewhat 

different and they were better apart, although remaining good friends. 

 

By now the Fols was a seaside brand all over the country. There were others who copied 

their style – including costumes such as this Hunstanton troupe below.  

 

 
 

Other groups included the Co-Optimists with Stanley Holloway 

(although mainly based in and around London); Clarkson Rose 

and his Twinkle shows, especially on the south coast for over 

45 years; Sandy Powell’s Startime; and Cyril Fletcher’s Summer 

Masquerade.  All occasionally employed magicians and other 

‘spesh’ acts. The Fols was however getting dated and by the 

1970s troupes had declined and the lavish old-style costumes 

tended to be at the beginning and end of show only. Also, the 

bigger resorts with bigger theatres were booking big star 

Norman Wisdom. 
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names for their summer spectaculars. The home of 

the Fols, Scarborough Floral Hall, continued with 

summer shows with strong bills until the old leaky 

building had realistically reached the end of its life. 

Here is Tommy Cooper headlining in 1972. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inevitably, many acts appearing in seaside 

shows are now almost totally forgotten by the 

general public although still remembered and 

respected within the magic world. Here for 

example is Raydini – the Gay Deceiver at Weymouth, and the Wonder Bar presented by 

Milton Woodward and Millicent Cooper at the Winter Gardens, Morecambe. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clarkson Rose with his Twinkle show. 
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Back at Scarborough at the celebrated Gala Land, were two other magicians who are not 

really known today: Tex Carlo – famous continental illusionist –  and Chung Ling Sen –

Oriental Mystical Phantasy.  

 

 Some magicians established virtual residencies at some resorts. Here are Stanley Watson 

and Diane at the West Pier, Brighton. They appeared annually for the summer season 

between Coronation Year 1953 and 1970 with their ‘Royal’ act. This featured a floating orb 

and ‘lighted bulbs from mouth’ having taken bulbs from the replica of a crown. 

 

Others who had versatility, as well as magical competence, toured or had residencies for 

their own shows. Harold Taylor, he of 3 tricks fame, had the Harold Taylor Party Show at a 

number of south coast resorts. Harold had a great stage presence, as some of us will 
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remember. He also had his excellent magic, he was a comedian, he sang, he danced and was 

no mean trumpeter.  

 

Other long residencies at the seaside include the long running Mystique show with Russ 

Stevens at the Horseshoe Showbar in Blackpool. This was later followed by Michael Jordan’s 

High Jinx magic, illusion and circus show, which then moved to a new residency: Viva. The 

world of magical entertainment in Blackpool is worthy of its own lecture and presentation. 
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The lesser known magicians and ‘spesh’ acts, continued to play full summer seasons until 

the mid 1960s. Solid weeks of employment for summer seasons and longish panto seasons 

were the bread and butter for many acts. Foreign sunshine holidays and other 

entertainment on tap, like television, meant that resorts began to go into decline. The 

smaller theatres and the many summer theatres in adapted buildings were closing.  

 

The larger resorts with larger theatres such as Blackpool, Great 

Yarmouth, Scarborough etc began to put on lavish ‘Summer 

Spectaculars’ often featuring television stars or pop stars, but often 

with magic and ‘spesh’ acts in support. Nationally known magicians 

could be the lead as we saw earlier with Tommy Cooper at the Floral 

Hall, who of course was loved for things in addition to his magic.  

 

With his 1970s television fame, Paul Daniels could headline summer 

shows at large resorts like Great Yarmouth. 

 

In passing, we must not 

forget the influence of 

holiday camps for seaside 

entertainment, including 

magic. This Butlin’s poster 

stands in for all those 

other camps, famous like 

Pontins or simply local, that employed 

magicians. Like the magicians of the past, they 

had to do not just magic, but a bit of everything to help with visitors’ entertainment. 

 

 An odd, but amazingly successful throwback to earlier 

times, was the popularity of the Black and White Minstrel 

Show in the 1970s. The Futurist Theatre in Scarborough 

was only yards from the sand where those black faced 

minstrels appeared 70 years previously, and yet mainly 

because of the power of television, they were back. Not 

only in Scarborough, although that was the home of the 

main troupe, but on tour and franchises in other resorts. 

Magicians were often on the bill – look at the bottom of 

the poster and you will see Wayne Dobson. 

 

I’ve tried to concentrate on magic being part of the 

summer show tradition, but we must not forget the role of 
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the seaside within the magic world itself. The British Ring of the IBM had strong coastal links 

with its first three secretaries – Dleisfen in Bridlington in 1928-31 followed by Bill Stickland 

in Dorset and Jeff Atkins in Hampshire. Although early magical conventions were held 

inland, it was to the coastal resorts that they moved in 1939 and where they have 

predominately been ever since. Southport is officially the site of the first seaside convention 

in 1939, although there is a case to be made for Dleisfen’s somewhat cheeky ‘Convention of 

British Ring Magicians’ held in Bridlington just two weeks before the Ring’s official 

convention at Cheltenham in 1931. Of the 83 British Ring conventions since 1931, 63 have 

been held in seaside resorts. 

 

 

 

 

 

The other big seaside venue in the magic calendar is of course Blackpool. It 

has gone from its beginnings as a Sunday one day convention to the 3 day 

extravaganza now attracting over 5000 delegates from all over the world. 

The rich history of the Blackpool Magic conventions really needs to be 

considered separately. 

 

We’ve seen how 

Pierrots left the beach, 

became indoor concert parties and in 

the larger resorts developed into 

summer extravaganzas. Nevertheless, 

some magic was still around, if not 

actually on the beach, but at what we 

might call foreshore level. Punch and 
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Judy might be part of ‘the magic of the seaside’, even if not proper magic itself.  

Indeed, magic and Punch and Judy could combine . . . here is me a 

few years ago dramatically pointing to where I first saw magic at 

Morecambe. We had family connections in Morecambe and I used 

to spend a lot of time as a boy watching the Punch and Judy show 

there. The ‘Professor’ used to come out in front of the booth 

before the show and do a few tricks as a ‘come on’. I remember in 

particular, the drawer box, and it was the first piece of apparatus I 

ever bought myself. Whilst researching this talk I came across the 

photograph below. I recognised the location and wondered if ‘Prof 

Dalbert’ was the ‘professor’ I saw. The photograph is dated 1939, 

the year the Disney cartoon ‘Snow White’ came out, hence his dwarves rather than Punch. 

The ‘professor’ I remember was innovative doing Punch, magic and marionettes, so it could 

indeed be him! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At some of the larger resorts, side shows could be found with illusions such as the Headless 

Lady. The king of these sideshows was Jon Gresham. I can do no more than recommend this 

book to explore this particular world of seaside magic. It’s mainly in Jon Gresham’s words 

with additional material by Pat Gresham, Edwin A Dawes and Jon Marshall. 
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Finally let’s take a look at a few more magicians 

well known to us who appeared on the bills of 

seaside shows around the country. There’s Jack 

Le Dair with Gracie Fields in Blackpool; Terry 

Seabrooke at the De La Warr Pavilion at Bexhill 

on Sea; Alan Shaxon with Arthur Askey at Great 

Yarmouth; Anna Lou and Maria at Margate; and 

The Great Masoni and Shan at Folkstone. 
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So where are we today? Undoubtedly, seaside resorts and entertainment today are nothing 

like they used to be – I know as I live within 8 miles of three in Yorkshire. But seaside shows 

are there and become almost a ‘times was’ tourist attraction in themselves. Cromer 

famously advertises itself as having the ‘last seaside pier show’ and is thus a popular Norfolk 

attraction – and yes, they do have magicians on the bill. Here is Dain Cordean, comedy 

magician from Britain’s Got Talent who has done two or three seasons at Cromer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the summer of 2019 I spent an afternoon with Stuart Loughland and Libby of Safire who 

were appearing in the summer show at the Spa Theatre in Scarborough. The show might not 

have been ‘at the end of the pier’ like Cromer, but it was the same mix – singing, dancing, 

comedy, magic etc. The difference is that it was not 

a full week for a whole season. Stuart and Libby 

were on I think, Thursday, Friday and Saturday and 

then moved back to their own base patch on the 

North Wales coast. The continuity of getting settled 

in ‘digs’ for a whole season has gone, other than 

maybe for the dancers who were the staple of the 

show for the change of programme. However, as 

with Alan Shaxon and many others before them, 

Safire had to join in with the whole cast for parts of 

the show. 

 

Hotels, although there are fewer now, still 

occasionally have cabaret which sometimes include 

magicians, although sing-alongs and karaoke seem 

to be the preferred option. 
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Whilst putting these notes 

together, I found the 

following headline and item 

in a broadsheet newspaper. 

Maybe Dr Wittie all those 

years ago had got it right, after all, about the benefits of bathing in and drinking seawater?  

But the Pierrots are back! Here is a new troupe performing in Llandudno where Will Catlin 

made his base after Scarborough and developed his franchise of Follies throughout the 

country. Note that these eager young artists reference Catlin in their promotional material 

and maybe visit the still named Catlin’s coffee bar after their show. I hope so. 

 

 
 

It has been said that it was the entrepreneurs who took the risks who developed seaside 

entertainment, not the councils. This is the complex in Scarborough where Catlin built his 

Arcadia. It was pulled down by Scarborough Council in 2018 and is now a vacant site. Maybe 

100 years on they got their revenge for his audacity!  
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But show goes on! I was told that 

Scarborough Spa theatre had good houses 

for the traditional summer show for most of 

the 2019 season. This sounds much better 

than was the case for this Margate 

photograph on the right, in which there does 

not seem to be anyone in the audience! 

Maybe poor weather or they were just 

rehearsing? Who knows!  

 

 

Times have changed but, even so, many 

people do still return, often annually, to the 

seaside. And they do still want to be 

entertained, although perhaps in a different 

manner these days. But let’s remember all 

those magicians and other ‘spesh’ acts that 

have entertained over the years on our 

coasts.  

 

So for the moment, as this rather sad sign said on the then soon to be demolished Futurist 

and Arcadia building in Scarborough . . . . That’s all folks! 
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